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Abstract—Space-air-ground-sea
integrated
networks
(SAGSINs) are promising to offer ubiquitous Internet services
across the globe while confronting research challenges such as
security vulnerabilities, privacy-leakage concerns, and difficulty
in resource sharing. On the one hand, emerging network slicing
and network softwarisation technologies can fulfill diverse
requirements with the provision of various services on top of
heterogeneous SAGSIN hardware and software resources. On the
other hand, blockchain and smart contracts can compensate for
network slicing and softwarisation to offer secure and automatic
network services. This article presents an investigation on the
convergence of blockchains with network slicing and network
softwarisation technologies for SAGSINs from the perspectives
of network management and brokerage services of SAGSINs. In
contrast to existing studies, this article is the first to incorporate
blockchains into network slicing and network softwarisation
dedicated for SAGSINs. This article starts with a summary of
key characteristics and challenges of SAGSINs. Then, a review
on network slicing and network softwarisation is given in the
context of SAGSINs. This article next presents an integrated
framework of network slicing, network softwarisation, and
blockchain for SAGSINs. Moreover, this article outlines a set
of open issues and research challenges that would be useful to
guide future research in this area.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Despite the rapid development of the fifth generation of
cellular networks (5G) and the future sixth-generation (6G)
networks, there is still a long way to go before achieving
the ubiquitous Internet connection across the globe, especially
for those sparsely populated areas (like deserts and the sea).
Besides the coverage gap in rural areas, airplanes and highspeed trains are also absent from full coverage of 5G networks.
The emergence of various satellite systems, high altitude
platforms (HAPs), and autonomous flying vehicles (AFVs)
brings opportunities to achieve the full coverage of the future
Internet anywhere and anytime. It is expected to establish a
space-air-ground-sea integrated network (SAGSIN) across the
globe to offer ubiquitous Internet services [1].
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However, SAGSINs pose many challenges including security vulnerabilities, privacy-leakage concerns, and difficulties
in resource sharing among SAGSINs. In particular, security
vulnerabilities can be ascribed to difficulties in authenticating
and authorizing SAGSINs as well as various malicious attacks.
Moreover, the data privacy of SAGSINs can be intentionally
or mistakenly leaked to untrusted service providers (e.g.,
cloud service providers). Furthermore, the heterogeneity and
complexity of SAGSINs can lead to challenges in resource
sharing among different stakeholders of SAGSINs.
Recent advances in network slicing and softwarisation as
well as blockchain technologies bring opportunities in tackling
the above challenges of SAGSINs. Firstly, network slicing
and softwarisation is a promising technology to accommodate
various services with different requirements. In particular,
various network slices can be created to fulfill diversified
requirements of specific services while network softwarisation
can design, orchestrate, and manage diverse software-based
network/computing resources (i.e., hardware) as well as virtualized resources. Secondly, blockchains and smart contracts
are an ideal compensation for network slicing and softwarisation to offer secure and automatic network services. Integrating with network slicing and softwarisation, blockchains can
achieve effective network management of SAGSINs.
This article investigates the integration of the blockchain
with network slicing and softwarisation in SAGSINs. We first
give an overview of SAGSINs and outline the characteristics
and challenges of SAGSINs. Following the review of network
slicing and softwarisation technologies in SAGSINs, we elaborate on the integration of the blockchain with network slicing
and softwarisation in SAGSINs and illustrate the solutions to
network management and brokerage services of SAGSINs.
We also outline open issues and research challenges in this
promising area. Different from existing studies on SAGSINs
such as [1], [2], [3], [4], this article originally considers
incorporating blockchains into SAGSINs with the integration
of network slicing and network softwarisation.
The major contributions of this article are summarized as
follows.
• We present an overview of of SAGSINs with a summary
of key characteristics and challenges of SAGSINs.
• We then review network slicing and network softwarisation for SAGSINs.
• We next present an integrated framework of network slicing, network softwarisation and blockchain. This frame-
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Fig. 1. An overview of space-air-ground-sea integrated networking.

•

work can address challenges of SAGSINs.
We also discuss research issues and open challenges,
which outline the future directions.

II. OVERVIEW OF SPACE - AIR - GROUND - SEA INTEGRATED
NETWORKS

SAGSINs have the vision to connect space networks,
aerial/air networks, terrestrial/ground networks, and maritime/sea networks to form a ubiquitous networking infrastructure with the provision of uninterrupted Internet services,
as shown in Fig. 1. The SAGSIN infrastructure consists of
diverse platforms with varied communication and computing
capacities [2].
Regarding space networks, there are different types of
satellites deployed at different altitudes. Geosynchronous earth
orbit (GEO) satellites are deployed at the highest altitude with
about 35,786 km [3]. The high-altitude deployment of GEO
satellites achieves wide coverage while it also causes a high
propagation delay. Both medium earth orbit (MEO) satellites
and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are deployed at lower
altitudes than GEO satellites. In particular, MEO satellites
are usually deployed at altitudes about 2,000 km to 20,000
km while LEO satellites are deployed at altitudes about 200
km to 2,000 km. Different from GEO satellites with the fixed
altitude, MEO/LEO satellites are launched and positioned at
different altitudes depending on the coverage, operational cost,
and capacity requirements [4]. Due to the lower launching
expenditure than GEO satellites, MEO/LEO satellites can be
even launched by companies such as SpaceX1 and OneWeb2 .
Moreover, MEO/LEO satellites have a shorter propagation
delay than GEO satellites.
Below space networks, various HAPs and AFVs construct
aerial networks. HAPs include diverse aircraft, airships, and
high-altitude balloons, which are either crewed or uncrewed.
Compared with satellites, HAPs can be rapidly and flexibly
deployed at varied altitudes from 17 to 25 km. Harvesting
energy via solar panels or other ambience energy sources,
HAPs can persist in the air for several days and even weeks.
AFVs are often referred to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV),
which are fixed-wing or rotary-wing can be rapidly deployed
1 https://www.spacex.com/
2 https://www.oneweb.world/

at an even lower altitude (0.1 km to 20 km) than HAPs. AFVs
that are equipped with gasoline engines or electric engines can
usually persist in the air for several minutes to hours to offer
an elastic while a narrow coverage. Aerial networks have a
much lower propagation delay than space networks.
Ground (or terrestrial) networks consist of diverse infrastructure nodes, such as gNode B (gNB) in 5G networks,
evolved Node B (eNB) in 4G networks, WiFi access point
(AP), and the Internet of Things (IoT) gateway, which are connected by backhaul networks with the core network. Terrestrial
networks offer ubiquitous Internet services to users in areas
where infrastructure nodes are deployed. Compared with space
networks and aerial networks, terrestrial networks can achieve
much higher bandwidth and ultra-lower latency while having
a limited coverage (usually in urban areas). Regarding rural
areas where infrastructure nodes are difficult to be deployed,
both space and aerial networks can offer the Internet services
in a compensative way.
The proliferation of maritime and deep-sea exploration
activities leads to the emergence of sea-based mobile networks, interconnecting both underwater networks and surface
networks. In particular, underwater networks consist of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), underwater sensors,
and other underwater devices. Due to the high attenuation
in the underwater environment, electromagnetic (EM) wave
communications are not widely used for underwater communications. Acoustic communications have been typically
used for underwater communications while only supporting
a low throughput (e.g., 30 to 40 kbps in shallow water).
Underwater optical communications [5] can achieve much
higher throughput (in Gbps) than acoustic communications
while having a limited communication range (from 10 meters
to 100 meters). With respect to surface networks, EM waves
are widely adopted for communications between autonomous
surface vehicles (ASVs), offshore nodes, UAVs, HAPs, and
satellites.
A. Characteristics of SAGSIN
The SAGSIN system consists of diverse infrastructure nodes
across different types of networks. In summary, SAGSINs have
the following key characteristics.
• Heterogeneity. The SAGSIN system consists of diverse
infrastructure nodes (e.g., satellites, HAPs, UAVs, gNBs,
eNBs, AUVs, etc.), user equipment, and IoT devices.
Moreover, the heterogeneity also exhibits in different
types of communications and networking protocols across
space, aerial, terrestrial, and sea networks.
• Complexity. The heterogeneity of SAGSINs consequently
leads to high system complexity. For example, space networks adopt radio spectrum and communication protocols
different from aerial networks. Moreover, the complexity
also exhibits in even the same type of networks, e.g.,
space networks need to consider inter-satellite links, radio
resource management, and handover management.
• Asymmetricity. Asymmetricity mainly refers to asymmetric computing and communications resources at different
types of networks in the SAGSIN system [2]. In particular, space networks often have limited communications
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and computing resources, e.g., scarce radio spectrum and
limited computing capacity, while terrestrial networks
usually have abundant radio spectrum, computing, and
storage resources (offered by cloud computing facilities).
B. Challenges of SAGSINs
The unique characteristics of SAGSINs bring many challenges. Firstly, SAGSINs confront a number of security vulnerabilities exhibiting in the entire network stack, covering the
physical layer, link layer, and network layer. For example, legitimate satellite-ground communications can be eavesdropped
(wiretapped) by malicious users at ground or in the air (e.g.,
malicious UAVs), as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the handoff process between different satellite links also undergoes
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, thereby resulting
in communication interruptions. Furthermore, both the heterogeneity and the complexity of SAGSINs lead to difficulty
of key management, authentication, and authorization, consequently causing security vulnerabilities of SAGSINs [6].
Secondly, there are arising privacy concerns with SAGSINs.
In particular, massive data generated from space, aerial,
ground, sea mobile networks have usually been collected and
transferred to the ground data centers. During data transmission, caching (temporary storage), and processing, data
privacy can be intentionally or mistakenly leaked to untrusted
third parties (e.g., the Internet and cloud service providers).
Moreover, the trajectory privacy of UAVs, HAPs, and satellites
can also be leaked to malicious users due to the authorized
access or malicious intrusion to SAGSINs due to the security
vulnerabilities of SAGSINs.
Thirdly, both heterogeneity and complexity of SAGSINs can
result in the challenge of resource sharing among different
types of networks in SAGSINs. For example, it is difficult
to share the collected data between sea networks, ground networks, and space networks, consequently forming information
silos. As a result, the quality of services (QoS) is lowered
since it is hard to accurately predict and recommend service providers without analyzing information across different
networks. Moreover, the asymmetricity of SAGSINs requires
the orchestration of diverse computing and communication
resources across different networks while it is challenging to
achieve this goal with consideration of multiple stakeholders.
III. N ETWORK SLICING AND SOFTWARISATION FOR
SAGSIN S
Network slicing and softwarisation have been widely agreed
as a promising technology to accommodate diversified services
for the future Internet such as SAGSINs. Network softwarisation refers to the design, architecture, orchestration, and management of software-based hardware and software resources of
a network infrastructure. With network softwarisation, a slice
of network resources can be created according to the demands
and requirements of a specific service. This slice of network
resources is referred to as network slicing. The concept of
network slicing has been first introduced in 3GPP Release 153 ,
3 https://www.3gpp.org/release-15

and then it is discussed more extensively in 3GPP Release
164 focusing on mobility, authentication and authorization,
multiple tenant environment, and performance assurance for
5G networks. It has also been mentioned in a number of other
standardization bodies, including NGMN5 , ETSI NFV6 , and
ITU7 .
Network functions virtualization (NFV) and softwaredefined networking (SDN) are two of the most important
enabling technologies of network slicing and softwarisation.
NFV provides a way of enabling software-based network
functions (also known as virtual network functions [VNFs])
which were available in the dedicated hardware form. It also
provides a management and orchestration (MANO) framework
to orchestrate and manage VNFs into a service chain according
to the service needs. SDN facilitates the network control by
separating the control plane from the data plane. It works with
NFV to instantiate the service chain into the physical network
infrastructure. This is performed by 1) VNF instantiation in the
virtual machines (VMs) or containers of the standard servers in
the physical network, and 2) the network connection between
VMs or containers performed by SDN to meet the service
chain requirement. The virtualization technology is another
key enabling technology of network slicing and softwarisation
to ensure the security and isolation of virtualized resources
e.g., VMs. In what follows, we will first briefly review how
network slicing and softwarisation is enabled in space, air,
ground and sea mobile networks separately. Then, we will
focus on three important issues of network slicing and softwarisation in the emerging SAGSINs, including cross-domain
slicing, inter-slice scaling, and network economy. Table I
summarizes the enabling technologies of network slicing and
softwarisation for SAGSINS and its sub-networks.
A. Network slicing and softwarisation of ground-based mobile
networks
Network slicing and softwarisation of ground-based mobile
networks has been well supported by 5G networks including
5G radio access networks (RAN) and 5G core networks. Existing works include RAN slicing, core network slicing, and E2E
network slicing including both RAN and core network slicing.
RAN slicing and core network slicing are essentially separate,
but in order to make E2E network slicing, the resources at
the core network need to be reserved based on the demands
from RAN slicing [7]. With the advent of Industry 4.0, in
addition to the RAN and core network slicing, more “private”
networks like industry networks need to be considered in
this E2E network slicing. One of the key characteristics of
network slicing is to meet service requirements in terms of
e.g., packet delay and loss. However, many industry networks
were using the connectivity technologies that do not have the
QoS guarantee. In order to meet network slicing requirements,
time-sensitive networking (TSN) and deterministic networking
4 https://www.3gpp.org/release-16
5 https://www.ngmn.org/wp-content/uploads/NGMN-5G-White-Paper2.pdf
6 https://www.etsi.org/committee/nfv
7 https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-Y.3112/en
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TABLE I
E NABLING TECHNOLOGIES OF NETWORK SLICING AND SOFTWARISATION FOR SAGSINS AND ITS SUB - NETWORKS .
Types of Networks

Enabling technologies for network slicing and softwarisation

Ground-based mobile networks

5G RAN, 5G core networks, TSN, DetNet

Air-based mobile networks

5G RAN, wireless network virtualization

Space-based mobile networks

Resource allocation at satellite terminals, satellites, satellite gateways

Sea-based mobile networks

5G RAN, wireless network virtualization

SAGSINs

The above technologies, cross-domain slicing, inter-slice scaling

(DetNet) technologies have received increasing attention in
industry networks [8].
B. Network slicing and softwarisation of air-based mobile
networks
Air-based mobile networks are usually established by HAPs
and AFVs such as UAVs. Essentially, such AFVs have two
roles in air-based mobile networks: 5G base station and
wireless transport connectivity. Modern AFVs are equipped
with lightweight 5G-enabled base stations, and they can provide 5G RAN services. Like a normal 5G RAN, such an
AFV has network slicing and softwarisation capabilities in
nature. Alternatively, an AFV can support a wireless transport
connectivity towards a 5G base station, or from 5G RAN to a
5G core network. In order to allow network slicing for such a
wireless transport connectivity, wireless network virtualization
needs to be enabled [9].
C. Network slicing and softwarisation of space-based mobile
networks
Space-based mobile networks are usually provided by satellite systems. Slightly different from the AFVs, due to their
wider coverage, satellite systems serve more as a wireless
transport connectivity towards a 5G base station, or between
5G RAN and a 5G core network as a transport network.
The architecture of a satellite system is composed of ground,
space, and user segments. The satellite terminal in the user
segment communicates with the satellite gateways in the
ground segment through one or multiple satellites (e.g., LEO
satellites, GEO satellites, and MEO satellites) in the space
segment. In order to allow network slicing for satellite systems,
resource allocation needs to be enabled at satellite terminals,
satellites, and satellite gateways, respectively.
D. Network slicing and softwarisation of sea-based mobile
networks
Sea-based mobile networks are usually provided by AUVs
and ASVs [10]. With the fast development of 5G technologies,
ASVs are equipped with 5G modules that can be used to communicate with satellites and modern AFVs. AUVs essentially
use the sink nodes as refer nodes to communicate with other
entities such as a base station and an ASV. Depending on the
distance of ASV from the land, satellites and AFVs are usually

involved to facilitate the communication between a sea-based
mobile network and the base station on the land. Therefore,
network slicing for a sea-based mobile network may refer to
a slice of resources of an ASV, an AFV, a satellite system, a
5G RAN, and a 5G core network.
E. Cross-domain slicing in SAGSINs
A SAGSIN essentially consists of multiple administrative
network domains. E2E network slicing for a SAGSIN thus
needs a slice of resources across multiple network domains.
Different administrative domains have different types of resources and different optimization strategies for resource management and data control. For example, ground-based mobile
networks aim to provide high bandwidth and low latency
services, while satellite systems were originally designed to
provide connectivity services in rural areas or military fields.
However, the request of an E2E network slice has its unique
application requirements such as high reliability and low
latency. The cross-domain network slicing needs to provide
adequate resources at different domains to meet the application
needs in an E2E manner. The resource reallocation due to the
changes of application demands needs to be incorporated in
a cross-domain manner so that the E2E performance can be
guaranteed.
The cross-domain slicing is usually handled in two ways:
hierarchical manner and distributed manner. In the hierarchical
fashion, there are two levels of slice orchestration, one is for
the E2E cross-domain slice, and the other is for the domainspecific orchestration [11]. SDN is usually involved in slice
management. The domain-specific SDN controller and NFV
MANO can be adopted for the management and orchestration of resources at each administrative network domain.
The higher level SDN controller and NFV MANO can be
adopted for the life-cycle management of the E2E slice across
multiple domains. The domain-specific SDN controllers can
enable the abstraction of each administrative domain, and the
higher level SDN controller allows the interaction of multiple
administrative domains. In the distributed fashion, there is
no centralized controller to coordinate distinctive management
and control strategies from different domains, where the SDN
controller at each domain works in a decentralized manner.
Therefore, there must be a communication protocol that allows
the information exchange between administrative domains
[12]. The SDN controller at each domain needs to work out a
slicing solution for its own domain according to the collected
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G. Network economy in SAGSINs
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Fig. 2. Cross-domain slicing with both hierarchical and distributed ways of
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information from neighboring domains, so that the E2E slicing
can meet the application requirements. Fig. 2 shows the crossdomain slicing with both hierarchical and distributed ways of
management and orchestration.

The cross-domain nature of SAGSINs brings a significant
problem to the network economy. From a user’s (slice brokers)
point of view, they shall minimize the cost of building a
slice. From the perspective of network operators, they shall
maximize their revenue, which comes from the profit from
network slice brokers subtracting the resource renting cost
from other administrative domains (in order to build an E2E
slice that meets the application requirements). Game theory
has been widely adopted to solve network economy issues. A
two-stage game might be considered to address the issue in
SAGSINs. The first stage is to find an equilibrium between
different domains in order to build an E2E slice, and the
second stage is to find an equilibrium between slice brokers
and network operators in terms of an optimal pricing scheme.
In terms of solving game theory models, neural networks
can be considered, which can significantly mitigate the uncertainties caused by the cross-domain environment. In addition,
new business models need to be considered to maximize the
benefits of SAGSINs. For example, incentive mechanisms
might need to be considered to stimulate the cooperation
between different domains, e.g., sharing resources. In addition,
new services, e.g., cross-domain-slicing-as-a-service and interslice-scaling-as-a-service, could be introduced.

F. Inter-slice scaling in SAGSINs
One of the characteristics of network slicing is to allow elastic and automatic resource scaling (i.e., resource reallocation)
depending on the application needs. The resource here refers
to both network resources (e.g., computing, networking, and
storage resources) and the VNFs in the event of reallocating
between VMs and/or servers. Given the limited resources
of a physical infrastructure, resources are usually reallocated
between slices, in the actual way of releasing back to the
physical infrastructure (from one slice) and reallocating to
another slice. Existing works have been performed for realtime and online resource scaling of network slicing, by virtue
of optimization theory, game theory, and machine learning [7],
[13].
The intrinsic cross-domain nature of SAGSINs brings additional challenges and benefits to the resource scaling of
network slicing. The challenges come from the distinct types
of resources, and the management and control strategies, between different domains. This brings an additional requirement
for the communication protocol design that needs to allow a
unified resource measurement across network domains. With
the help of such a communication protocol, the network slice
broker would carry out the management and orchestration of a
slice in an E2E manner. On the other hand, the benefits come
from the additional capabilities of different domains (e.g.,
computing, networking, and storage). Such additional resource
capabilities could compensate for the resource limitation of a
single network domain by virtue of the resource federation
among multiple domains. Both abstraction and unification
of resources across domains are needed to allow inter-slice
scaling in SAGSINs.

IV. I NTEGRATION OF BLOCKCHAIN , NETWORK SLICING
AND SOFTWARISATION FOR SAGSIN S
A. Overview of blockchain technologies
Blockchain technologies have received growing interest
recently. A blockchain is essentially a chain of data records,
each of which is named as a block. Each block in a blockchain
consists of the cryptographic hash value of its previous block,
a timestamp, and historical transactional data. A blockchain
keeps growing when new transactions are being committed and
confirmed. The validation of a block is achieved by distributed
consensus mechanisms. Since each node in the blockchain
network keeps the entire blockchain, any modification on the
blockchain needs to be approved by all the nodes in the network. The blockchain can essentially assure the immutability,
auditability, and traceability of blockchain data.
The advent of blockchain technologies also fosters the
development of smart contracts, which are essentially computerized contractual clauses or terms in programming languages.
Being compiled into machine codes (or byte codes), smart
contracts are stored in the blockchain so as to assure the
immutability of smart contracts. When a certain event triggers
the contractual statement (e.g., the date to update IoT firmware
reaches or the tenancy period expires), a smart contract will
automatically be executed at a VM deployed in a blockchain
node. Smart contracts can automate business processes, e.g.,
maintenance, tenancy, and brokerage. Smart contracts can
simplify traditional administrative processes, save cost, and
shorten the turnaround time.
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B. Convergence of blockchain with network slicing and softwarisation
Blockchain technologies are an ideal catalyser to the full
realization of network slicing and softwarisation. Blockchains
can enable the network management of SAGSINs and brokerage services of diverse resources. We next elaborate on them
in detail.
1) Network management of SAGSINs: Both heterogeneity
and complexity of SAGSINs lead to the difficulty of network
management in SAGSINs. On the one hand, it is challenging
to manage massive heterogeneous network nodes, including
satellites, HAPs, UAVs, ground gNBs, user equipment, surface
nodes, and underwater nodes. Moreover, the dynamicity of
SAGSINs (e.g., nodes may arbitrarily join and leave the network) makes it even worse. On the other hand, the complexity
of SAGSINs also leads to the difficulty in identity and access
management. The inappropriate access control or unauthorized
access is often the root cause of security vulnerabilities and
privacy leakages.
The adoption of blockchains to SAGSINs can facilitate the
network management in aspects of ID management, authentication, authorization, and firmware-updating management, as
shown in Fig. 3. In particular, blockchains can decentralize
existing centralized network management systems. Nodes in
SAGSINs can register, modify, revoke, and expire their IDs
in blockchain-enabled ID management systems as shown in
Fig. 3(a). Meanwhile, the whole life cycle of SAGSIN nodes
is essentially traceable due to the traceability of the blockchain
since every event is stored in the blockchain. Moreover,
blockchain-based network management can also facilitate the
authentication process as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Furthermore, blockchain-based authorization management
can enhance authorization and access control of SAGSIN
nodes since fine-grained access control policies saved in

blockchains can enforce effective network authorization, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). Furthermore, smart contracts on top of
blockchains can also automate firmware upgrade processes of
SAGSIN nodes, as shown in Fig. 3(d). For example, smart contracts deployed at SAGSIN nodes trigger automatic firmwareupgrading processes. The firmware-upgrading processes first
scan firmware patches to avoid malicious codes and then
automatically install firmware patches at nodes [14].
2) Brokerage services of SAGSINs: The built-in smart contracts can enable brokerage services of SAGSINs [15]. Running on top of blockchains, smart contracts can assure the trust
of brokerage services throughout the entire SAGSINs. Fig. 4
presents blockchain-enabled brokerage services of SAGSINs.
There are multiple stakeholders in SAGSINs, as shown
in Fig. 4. Infrastructure providers own different types of
resources, such as RAN, network/computing sources, VMs,
containers, and VNFs. Network brokers and managers can
then orchestrate the underlying infrastructure resources and
provide other stakeholders with diverse network slices. In
particular, mobile network operators (MNOs) mainly maintain
physical resources while mobile virtual network operators
(MVNOs) lease virtual resources from MNOs. Meanwhile,
over-the-top (OTT) service providers need to sign predefined
service level agreements (SLAs) with MVNOs/MNOs so as
to obtain the predefined network slices. SLAs also specify
QoS and other requirements. Moreover, vertical industries are
a number of applications across different industrial sectors,
such as manufacturing, transportation, and agriculture.
During the interactions of multiple stakeholders,
blockchains and smart contracts play a crucial role in
offering a trustworthy brokerage service. Firstly, blockchains
store the identification of every stakeholder as well as other
properties, such as access control lists. Secondly, network
slicing subscriptions and SLAs can be implemented by
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smart contracts. Moreover, blockchains can also automate
the settlement and the payment process among multiple
parties. Thirdly, unlike conventional centralized systems, the
distributed nature of blockchains also prevents the system
from a single point of failure and other malicious attacks.
C. Summary of solutions to the challenges of SAGSINs
As mentioned in Section II-B, SAGSINs face several challenges, such as security vulnerabilities, privacy concerns, and
difficulties in resource sharing. We now troubleshoot the
solutions to these challenges when blockchain, network slicing, and network softwarisation are integrated into SAGSINs.
Table II summarizes the solutions to the challenges brought
by the integration of blockchain, network softwarisation, and
network slicing. It is worth mentioning that we just list the
major technologies used for solutions in Table II though they
should be integrated in the proposed framework.

•

V. R ESEARCH ISSUES AND OPEN CHALLENGES
Existing research works have been conducted to address
blockchain issues and network slicing and softwarisation issues of a ground-based mobile network, an air-based mobile
network, a space-based mobile network, and a sea-based
mobile network separately. There is little research carried out
on the integration of blockchain and network softwarisation
for SAGSINs. In order to move forward in this important
research direction, the following research challenges shall be
considered.
• One of the critical issues that hinder the efficiency of
cross-domain slicing is that different administrative domains have different security and privacy considerations
and strategies. SAGSINs bring additional challenges to

•

the cross-domain slicing in the dimension that different
administrative domains have distinct types of resources
with different connectivity purposes and computation
capacities. For example, satellite systems in the spacebased mobile networks usually focus on a wider coverage,
while AFVs in the air-based mobile networks usually
aim for bridging different domains. Blockchain is able
to address this issue due to its privacy protection and
security mechanisms but with the challenge of a unification mechanism across multiple domains. In addition,
a joint optimization considering the resource capacities
of SAGSINs and the computation needs of blockchain
systems is necessary to enhance the system utility of
SAGSINs.
As we mentioned in Section III-E, the control of different
domains can be carried out in either a hierarchical manner
or a distributed manner. The hierarchical manner is easier
to implement and has been widely adopted. But from the
security point of view, e.g., single point of failure, the
distributed and decentralized manner is more effective
and practical. The actual implementation of a purely
distributed control of cross-domain slicing is challenging.
The decentralized working principle of blockchain systems is a good candidate to achieve this implementation.
However, the scale of SAGSINs challenges the efficiency
of blockchain systems. How to optimize the large-scale
blockchain systems with practical considerations, e.g., the
storage of partial and complete transaction records and
the computing resource allocations across domains, is still
a hard research problem.
SAGSINs work in a way with the contribution from
multiple domains to build E2E network slices. However,
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF SOLUTIONS TO CHALLENGES OF SAGSIN S .

•

Challenges

Solutions

Security vulnerabilities

Blockchain-enabled network management (e.g., ID and authentication management, automatic firmware-updating)

Privacy concerns

Blockchain-based authorization management

Difficulty in data sharing

Network softwarisation, network slicing, blockchain-enabled brokerage services

selfish nature exists in this cross-domain environment.
An adequate incentive mechanism is needed to build a
collaborative SAGSIN so that resources would be available for making an E2E slice across multiple domains.
Game theory is a promising tool to address network
economy issues. However, a game model needs to be
solved each time when a network situation changes. Due
to the complexity and dynamic nature of SAGSINs, the
computational efforts that are needed to frequently solve a
game theory model would be impractical. Recent research
works are trying to make an equivalent machine learning
model with the game model. As the machine learning
model does not need to be solved each time when a
network situation changes, the computation efforts can
be reduced. However, on the other hand, in the process
of building the equivalent machine learning model, a considerable amount of constraints due to the cross-domain
nature of SAGSINs and the built-in blockchain systems
need to be integrated into the model, which increases the
model complexity. How to reduce the complexity of the
equivalent machine learning model while maintaining a
good matching between the built machine learning model
and the actual game model is still a challenge.
The scalability of blockchains should be considered when
they are integrated into SAGSINs. On the one hand, the
adoption of private or consortium blockchains is expected
instead of public blockchains in SAGSINs since private
or consortium blockchains are usually more scalable than
public blockchains. On the other hand, other technologies
such as sharding and hybrid of off-chain and on-chain
storage can be considered to improve the scalability of
blockchains when they are used in SAGSINs.
VI. C ONCLUSION

As a promising technology for the future Internet, SAGSINs
have received extensive attention though there are many challenges to be addressed before the full realization. This article
investigates the adoption of blockchain, network slicing, and
network softwarisation technologies to address the emerging
challenges of SAGSINs. In particular, the characteristics as
well as challenges of SAGSINs have been introduced. After
reviewing network slicing and softwarisation technologies,
the integration of the blockchain with network slicing and
softwarisation has been thoroughly investigated with a focus
on network management and brokerage services of SAGSINs.
This article also outlines the open issues and research challenges as the future research directions.
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